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The OC bag rail system is a soiled laundry bag rail system that dovetails seamlessly 
with the sorting bag system.

What is the OC bag rail system?
The OC bag rail system offers you the scope to buffer laundry, both sorted and unsorted, by 

both customer order and product order. The use of WinWash guarantees that production 

remains constant. This bag rail system dovetails seamlessly with WSP’s sorting bag system.

Adapts automatically to demand from the clean laundry 
department

The automatic tilting of bags enables the efficient storage of 
empty bags

Soiled laundry bag rail system for buffering unsorted and/or 
sorted laundry

Financially interesting alternative to an 820-920 system

Very efficient storage of laundry in a small space

OC bag rail system 
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Technical data

 Fed by a sorting bag system or from individual loading-sorting lifts

 Can be supplied with a safety edge

 Equipped with single trolley bags (a single trolley in the bag rail)

 Automatic control by WinWash enables buffering by customer level 
and product order

 Express rail fully adjustable

 Low maintenance frequency thanks to enclosed stainless steel rail

 Customer’s house style can be added to bags

 Sliding service rail enables easy bag access for maintenance

 Bags can be equipped with RFID technology to facilitate service and 
maintenance

 Zip-up bags are washable

MORE INFORMATION?

Are you interested in the OC bag rail system ? Or keen to know how WSP 

can help improve your own situation? If so, please get in touch with us. 

Let us develop some ideas with you! 
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